Please REVIEW a new textbook (Chap. 4 & 5) by R. D. Knight with our textbook (Chap. 4 & 5) by D. Giancoli. To compensate your review time, I would assign bonus points (0, 1, 5, or 10) that will be used for the final grade at the end of this semester.

(a) **Text:** Which one is easier to understand the material? Giancoli or Knight? Why?

(b) **Problem-solving strategy:** Which one is well appealing to you? Giancoli or Knight? Why?

(c) **Examples:** Which one is clearer? Giancoli or Knight? Why?
(d) Exercises and Problems: Which one is helping you to understand? Giancoli or Knight? Why?

(e) Summary: Which one is helping you to understand? Giancoli or Knight? Why?

(f) STOP TO THINK (only on Knight): What do you think? Helpful? Any concern? Any other comments:

(g) Student Workbook (only on Knight): What do you think? Helpful? Any concern? Any other comments:

(h) Do you recommend Knight to me for this course?